Solving a set of simultaneous linear equations is probably the most important topic in numerical methods. For solving linear equations, iterative methods are preferred over the direct methods specially when the coefficient matrix is sparse. The rate of convergence of iteration method is increased by using Successive Relaxation (SR) technique. But SR technique is very much sensitive to relaxation factor, ω. Recently, hybridization of classical Gauss-Seidel based successive relaxation technique with evolutionary computation techniques have successfully been used to solve large set of linear equations in which relaxation factors are self-adapted. In this paper, a new hybrid algorithm is proposed in which uniform adaptive evolutionary computation techniques and classical Jacobi based SR technique are used instead of classical Gauss-Seidel based SR technique. The proposed Jacobi-SR based uniform adaptive hybrid algorithm, inherently, can be implemented in parallel processing environment efficiently. Whereas Gauss-Seidel-SR based hybrid algorithms cannot be implemented in parallel computing environment efficiently. The convergence theorem and adaptation theorem of the proposed algorithm are proved theoretically. And the performance of the proposed Jacobi-SR based uniform adaptive hybrid evolutionary algorithm is compared with Gauss-Seidel-SR based uniform adaptive hybrid evolutionary algorithm as well as with both classical Jacobi-SR method and Gauss-Seidel-SR method in the experimental domain. The proposed Jacobi-SR based hybrid algorithm outperforms the Gauss-Seidel-SR based hybrid algorithm as well as both classical Jacobi-SR method and Gauss-Seidel-SR method in terms of convergence speed and effectiveness.
Introduction
Solving a large set of simultaneous linear equations is probably the most important topic in numerical methods. Systems of linear equations are associated with many problems in 2 engineering and science, as well as with applications of mathematics to the social sciences and the quantitative study of business, statistics and economic problems. After invent of easily accessible computers, it is possible and practical for us to solving large set of simultaneous linear algebraic equations. Now for appropriate decision of the physical problems, it is sometimes desired an appropriate algorithm which converged rapidly for solving physical problems. For example, short-term weather forecast, image processing, simulation to predict aerodynamics performance which of these applications involve the solution of very large set of simultaneous equations by numerical methods and time is an important factor for practical application of the results. If the algorithm of solving equations can be implemented in parallel processing environment efficiently, it can easily decrease a significance time to get the result.
There are mainly two classical numerical methods-direct method and iterative method to solve systems of linear equations. For large set of linear equations, especially for sparse and structured coefficient (matrices) equations, iterative methods are preferable as iterative method are unaffected by round off errors to a large extent [1] . The well-known classical numerical iterative methods are the Jacobi method and Gauss-Seidel method. The rate of convergence, as very slow for both cases, can be accelerated by using Successive Relaxation (SR) technique [2] . But the speed of convergence depends on relaxation factor (denoted by ) with a necessary condition for the convergence is 0 <  < 2 and SR technique is very much sensitive to relaxation factor [3, 4] . However, it is often very difficult to estimate the optimal relaxation factor, which is a key parameter of the SR technique [5, 6] .
On the other hand the Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) are stochastic algorithms whose search methods model some natural phenomena: genetic inheritance and Darwinian strife for survival [7, 8, 9] . Almost all of the works on EA can be classified as evolutionary optimization (either numerical or combinatorial) or evolutionary learning. But Fogel and Atmar [10] equation-solving methods was given, and only small problems (n = 10) were considered [10] .
Recently for solving linear equations, Jun et. al. [11] have proposed a hybrid evolutionary algorithms which is developed by integrating classical Gauss-Seidel based SR method and evolutionary computation techniques with uniform self adaptation technique. Jamali et. al.
[12] have also recently have developed a hybrid evolutionary algorithms by integrating classical Gauss-Seidel based SR method and evolutionary computation techniques with Time variant self adaptation technique. The idea of self-adaptation was also applied in many different fields [12, 13, 14, 15, 16] . In both of the above discussed hybrid algorithms, the classical Gauss-Seidel based SR method was used. But as Gauss-Seidel based SR method cannot be implemented in parallel processing environment efficiently, so above discussed both Gauss-Seidel based hybrid evolutionary cannot be implemented, inherently, in parallel processing environment efficiently. On the other hand, Jacobi based SR method can be implemented in parallel processing environment efficiently [1] . So Jacobi-SR based hybrid evolutionary algorithm can be implemented in parallel processing environment efficiently.
Note that in hybrid evolutionary algorithm, individuals of population can be implemented in parallel processing environment explicitly. But as we have discussed above that if the algorithms can be implemented in parallel processing environment, it can easily decrease a significance time to get the result. So for trying to eliminate above-mentioned problems and to decrease the time of convergence (by using parallel processors), in this paper, a new hybrid evolutionary algorithm is proposed in which evolutionary computation techniques are used with classical Jacobi-SR method. The uniform adaptation (UA) technique is used for adaptation of relaxation factors. The proposed Jacobi-SR based hybrid algorithm does not require a user to guess or estimate the optimal relaxation factor ω . The proposed algorithm initializes relaxation factors stochastically in a given uniformly distributed domain and 4 "evolves" it. The proposed algorithm integrates the classical Jacobi-based SR method with evolutionary computation techniques, which uses initialization, recombination, mutation, adaptation, and selection mechanisms. It makes better use of a population by employing different equation-solving strategies for different individuals in the population. Then these individuals can exchange information through recombination and the error is minimized by mutation and selection mechanisms. The effectiveness of the proposed hybrid algorithm is compared with that of classical Jacobi based SR method, Gauss-Seidel based SR method and Gauss-Seidel based Uniform adaptive GSBUA hybrid algorithm in experimental domain.
Also for the validity of the proposed algorithm, two theorems are stated and are proved. The preliminary investigation has showed that proposed algorithm outperforms the classical numerical methods; proposed algorithm is comparable with GSBUA hybrid algorithm in sequential processing environment. Another significant property of this proposed algorithm is that this algorithm inherently can be implemented in parallel processing environment efficiently. And the preliminary investigation has also showed that, in parallel processing environment, proposed algorithm converges a fraction of time compared to GSBUA algorithm.
The Basic Equations of Classical Jacobi Based SR Method
The system of m linear equations with n unknown
 can be written as
or equivalently, with m = n, in matrix form . Assume without loss of generality that none of the diagonal entries is of zero; otherwise interchange it rows. And decomposed the coefficient
is a strictly lower triangular matrix and
is a strictly upper triangular matrix . Then Eq. (2) can be rewrite as x by setting
Which is called Jacobi iteration method or simply Jacobi method. Now express Eq. (5) in component-wise, then Jacobi method becomes
Again by using SR technique [1, 2] in Eq. (3), then the system of equations can be expressed as (in component-wised)
Which is called Jacobi based Successive Relaxation (SR) method. And in matrix form, Eqn. (7) can be rewrite as 
The Proposed Hybrid Algorithm
The key idea behind the proposed hybrid algorithm is to self-adapt the relaxation factor used Adaptive (JBUA) hybrid evolutionary algorithm described as follows:
Step-1 Initialization An initial population ) 0 ( X , of size N , is randomly generated from  for approximate solution to the system of linear equations Eq. (2) as
Also generate randomly corresponding initial relaxation factors,
and superscripts (.) of the Eq. (10) denotes number of generation (iteration number). So the population of k-th generation (iteration) is given by
Step-2 Recombination Then generate an intermediate recombination population
where
Here R is stochastic matrix [17] , and superscript (k, c) denotes k-th generation with crossover so that
Step 3. Mutation Generate the next intermediate population
as follows: For each individual
produces an offspring according to classical Jacobi-based SR method as follows:
where superscript (k, m) denotes k-th generation with mutation so that
mutated offspring in k-th generation and ωi denotes relaxation factor associated with the ith individual. Note that only one iteration is carried out for each mutation.
Step-4 Adaptation Calculate the errors of each individual of offspring according to the fitness of each pair of individuals (in this paper ranking the fitness value of all offspring and successively adjacent two of them are compared) the relaxation factors are self-adapted by following formula: 
where x p is a random number in (-0.01,0.01), and
(ii) move y ω away from
where y p is a random number in (0.008,0.012). parameters can be applied to many different domains. For example, back-propagation algorithms for neural-network training can be accelerated using self-adaptive learning rate [14] .
Step-5 Selection and Reproduction The best N/2 individuals in offspring population Step-6 Halt If the error of the population
is less than a given threshold η then the algorithm terminates; otherwise, go to Step -2. 
Convergence Theorems
The following theorem establishes the convergence of the hybrid algorithm.
Theorem-1:
If there exist an  
where x* is the solution to the linear system of equations i.e., Then according to the recombination 
and also since
Now according to the selection mechanism, we have for .2 ). Now since ) (ω ρ is monotonic increasing when
(Proved the part (ii))
Hence the theorem is proved completely.
Numerical Experiment
In order to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed JBUA hybrid algorithm, numerical experiments had been carried out on a number of problems to solve the systems of linear Eq. (2) of the form:
The proposed JBUA hybrid algorithm, used in all of our experiments, was very simple and had population size two (N = 2). That is, only two individuals were used. The recombination matrix R in all through the experiments, was chosen as follows:
Since only two individuals were used in a population of our experiments, if the fitness of the first individual was better then the second (using Eqn. (4.2.7), then let The following settings were also valid all through the experiments:
The dimension of unknown variables was 100  n , each individual x of population X was initialized from the domain 30) (-30, 100   randomly and uniformly. For each experiment, a total of ten independent runs were conducted and the average results are reported here. Now first problem (say P0 ) was to solve linear equations, Eq. (2), where the parameters are as follows:
The problem was to be solved with an error smaller than Table 1 and Table 2 Besides, Table 2 shows that when it was used initial relaxation factor ω1 = -1.0 and ω2 = 1.0, the proposed hybrid algorithm adapted relaxation factors and converged rapidly. Whereas in classical Jacobi based SR method, at relaxation factor ω = -1.0, diverged very rapidly. Table 3 The dynamical change of relaxation factors, ω, for corresponding individuals at different generations for proposed JBUA hybrid algorithm Table 2 Comparison of Jacobi-based SR method and proposed JBUA hybrid algorithm Table 3 shows how relaxation factors are changed dynamically and adapted itself when proposed JBUA hybrid algorithm progressed. Though for the first experiment, initial relaxation factors were ω1 = 0.5 and ω2 = 1.5, after 1000 iteration, they became ω1 = 1.051892 and ω2 = 1.054571 respectively by using uniform adaptation technique. Again for second experiment, the initial relaxation factors ω1 = -1.0 and ω2 = 1.0 again adapted to ω1 = 1.082053 and ω2 = 1.098993 respectively. Note that the optimal relaxation of this problem is near to 1.20. The problem was to be solved with an error smaller than  = 10 -6 . Table 4 shows the numerical results achieved by the proposed JBUA algorithm for solving above problem. 34 randomly generated initial relaxation factors were used in this experiment.
First observation is that whatever are the initial relaxation factors, the proposed algorithm adapts the relaxation factors dynamically and the algorithm converges rapidly. Another observation is that the proposed algorithm is less sensitive to the relaxation factors. Table 5 represents the numerical results achieved by the classical Jacobi-SR method for solving above problem with several randomly generated initial relaxation factors. From this experiment it is observed that classical Jacobi-SR method is very much sensitive to the Table 6 represents further numerical results achieved by the classical SR technique (both for Jacobi and Gaiss-Seiodel based) and proposed JBUA algorithm for solving above-mentioned problems (See 1 st column of the Table 6 ) with several randomly selected initial relaxation To evaluate the proposed JBUA hybrid algorithm further, ten test problems, labeled from P1 to P10, with dimension, n=100 were considered. For each test problem Pi : i =1, 2, . . . 10, the elements of the coefficient matrix A and elements of the constant vector b were all generated uniformly and randomly within given boundaries (shown in 2nd column with corresponding rows of Table 7 ). But each coefficient matrix A, constant vector b and initial population X were identical for each comparison. Initial relaxation factors are set at ω1 =0.5 and ω2 =1.5
for all the cases. For different problems P1 -P10 different threshold of errors,  , were allowed. Table 7 shows the comparison of the number of generation (iteration) needed by the GSBUA hybrid algorithm and that needed by the proposed JBUA hybrid algorithm to solve the linear equations Eq. (2) to the given preciseness,  (see column three of Table 7 ). One observation can be made immediately from the Table 7 that, the numbers of generations are Since Jacobi-SR method can be implemented in parallel processing environment and efficiency of this method is near to one [1] . As a result by using parallel processors it can be reduced a large amount of times for each iteration of JBUA algorithm. For example, if 2 n processors are available and using these processors inherently, then JBUA hybrid algorithm reduces the time for each iteration to n 2 log time units. This is a significant speedup over the sequential algorithm that requires 2 n time units per iteration (as GSBUA hybrid algorithm inherently do) [1] .
Concluding Remarks
In this paper, Jacobi-SR based hybrid evolutionary algorithm has been proposed for solving linear systems of equations. The proposed Jacobi-based hybrid algorithm integrates the classical Jacobi-SR method with evolutionary computation techniques. The recombination operator in the algorithm mixed all parents with a probabilistic ratio by a stochastic matrix, which is similar to the intermediate recombination often used in evolution strategies [8, 9] .
The mutation operator is equivalent to one iteration in the classical Jacobi-SR method.
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However, the mutation is stochastic as a result of stochastic self-adaptation of the relaxation factor ω. Individuals of population can be used in parallel processing environment for both Gauss-Seidel-SR based hybrid algorithm and Jacobi-SR based hybrid algorithm. But as Gauss-Seidel method, inherently, cannot be matched with parallel processing environment, so
Gauss-Seidel based hybrid algorithm, inherently, cannot be implemented in parallel computing environment efficiently. On the other hand, as Jacobi-SR algorithm is matched with parallel processing environment efficiently, so proposed JBUA hybrid algorithm, inherently, can be implemented in parallel processing environment efficiently. As a result by using parallel computing environment, the proposed JBUA algorithm reduces a significant amount of time. For example, if n 2 processors are available, then proposed algorithm reduces to log2 n time units for each generation. This is a significant speedup over the sequential algorithm, which requires 2 n time units per iteration [1] .
These primary numerical experiments with various test problems have shown that the proposed Jacobi-SR based hybrid evolutionary algorithm performs much better than the Gauss-based hybrid algorithm as well as both classical Jacobi-SR method and Gauss-Seidel-SR method. The proposed hybrid algorithm is efficient and robust than both classical Jacobi-SR method and Gauss-Seidel-SR method. And it is converged very rapidly compare to both these classical methods. The proposed algorithm is less sensitive to the relaxation factors.
Whereas both classical Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel based SR methods are very much sensitive to the relaxation factors. The proposed hybrid algorithm is also very simple and easy to implement both in sequential and parallel computing environment.
